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4.1.1. A picture of an outdoor scene is called a landscape

 

A picture of an outdoor scene is called a landscape

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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Question: A picture of an outdoor scene is called a Caitlyn Gobble Art Quest
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4.1.2. A picture of the artist, painted or sculpted by the artist is called

 

A picture of the artist, painted or sculpted by the artist is called

 
Please choose only one answer: 

abstract

self portrait

naturalistic

tromp l'oeil
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4.1.3. Intrinsic value of an art work refers to its

 

Intrinsic value of an art work refers to its

 
Please choose only one answer: 

cost

aesthetic quality

spiritual significance

use of propaganda
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4.1.4. The artistic Impulse is inborn

 

The artistic Impulse is inborn

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.5. The two fields merged together in chapter one talk about history an...

 

The two fields merged together in chapter one talk about history and archaeology

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.6. When something is so convincingly portrayed that it is mistaken for...

 

When something is so convincingly portrayed that it is mistaken for the real thing, then it is called

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Self-Potrait

Formalism

Tromp l'oeil

Intrinsic
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4.1.7. A word that means the opposite of naturalistic is

 

A word that means the opposite of naturalistic is

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Anthropomorphic

Non-objective

Tromp l'oeil

Formalism
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4.1.8. Art for art's sake or the valuing of art independently of its conte...

 

Art for art's sake or the valuing of art independently of its context, function of content is called

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Formalism

Aesthetic quality

Tromp l'oeil

Naturalistic
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4.1.9. The subject matter most often represented in cave paintings was man...

 

The subject matter most often represented in cave paintings was man, including most tribal members

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.10. A megalith is a huge tomb

 

A megalith is a huge tomb

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.11. Stonehenge was built over a period of time from roughly 2800 to 150...

 

Stonehenge was built over a period of time from roughly 2800 to 1500 B.C.

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.12. The purpose of the Venus figured seems to be related to a good harv...

 

The purpose of the Venus figured seems to be related to a good harvest during the Neolithic times

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.13. The purpose of the Venus figures seems to be related to the fertili...

 

The purpose of the Venus figures seems to be related to the fertility in Paleolithic times

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.14. Dolmens are upright stones

 

Dolmens are upright stones

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.15. The Lascaux paintings can be described as

 

The Lascaux paintings can be described as

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Abstract

Naturalistic

Impressionism

Murals
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4.1.16. The pass of cave painting colors, usually powders made from organic...

 

The pass of cave painting colors, usually powders made from organic substances, is called

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Acrylic

Tempera

Pigment

Oil
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4.1.17. Cave paintings are most likely to be found near the entrance of the...

 

Cave paintings are most likely to be found near the entrance of the cave where people camped

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.18. As expected form the geographical and time distance separating them...

 

As expected form the geographical and time distance separating them, there are no similarities between

Aboriginal Lascaux paintings

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.19. The society of the Neolithic culture was primarily hunters and gath...

 

The society of the Neolithic culture was primarily hunters and gathers living communally

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.20. There are 6 trilithons at Stonehenge

 

There are 6 trilithons at Stonehenge

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.21. Nomadic hunters and gatherers who lived communally were characteris...

 

Nomadic hunters and gatherers who lived communally were characteristic of the Neolithic era

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.22. Lascaux caves are in

 

Lascaux caves are in

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Egypt

France

Israel

South America
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4.1.23. Lithic refers to nomadic hunters

 

Lithic refers to nomadic hunters

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.24. Murals are

 

Murals are

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Large canvases

Cave paintings

Wall paintings

Statues
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4.1.25. One famous stele carved with laws was the Rosetta Stone

 

One famous stele carved with laws was the Rosetta Stone

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.26. A framework on which to build, for example, a skull onto which clay...

 

A framework on which to build, for example, a skull onto which clay was placed, is called armature

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.27. The best example of an Achaemid palace is located at Persepolis

 

The best example of an Achaemid palace is located at Persepolis

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.28. The process of glazing brick may have necessitated a fiery furnace ...

 

The process of glazing brick may have necessitated a fiery furnace during Babylonian times

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.29. The coins we use as money usually have a sculptural design in

 

The coins we use as money usually have a sculptural design in

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Corbelling

Low Relief

Tempera

High Relief
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4.1.30. Another word for "ka" is

 

Another word for "ka" is

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Body

Brain

Ego

Soul
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4.1.31. Name the first king of a united upper and lower Egypt was

 

Name the first king of a united upper and lower Egypt was

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Akhenaten

Tut

Minos

Narmer
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4.1.32. The first known Egypt queen was

 

The first known Egypt queen was

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Nefertiti

Isis

Hathor

Hatchepsut
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4.1.33. The great pyramids were being built during the time of Moses and th...

 

The great pyramids were being built during the time of Moses and the Exodus of the Isrealites

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.34. Pyramid construction led to the practice of burying mastabas among ...

 

Pyramid construction led to the practice of burying mastabas among the Egyptions

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.35. Queen Hatshepsut's mortuary temple is cut into the rock

 

Queen Hatshepsut's mortuary temple is cut into the rock

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.36. Which culture was the most powerful and long-lasting in the ancient...

 

Which culture was the most powerful and long-lasting in the ancient Near East

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Neo-Babylonian

Egyptian

Persian

Roman
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4.1.37. The hypostyle of the entry to a tomb

 

The hypostyle of the entry to a tomb

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.38. The hypostyle hall columns are taller in the center than on the sides

 

The hypostyle hall columns are taller in the center than on the sides

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.39. The column and capital used in Egyptian architecture was primarily ...

 

The column and capital used in Egyptian architecture was primarily based on

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Reeds and lotus blossoms

Kings and Queens

Sunflower blossoms

Culture and trends
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4.1.40. Kingdoms were divided into

 

Kingdoms were divided into

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Sects

Dynasties

Classes

Parties based off beliefs
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4.1.41. A sarcophagus, meaning "flesh eater," is a coffin

 

A sarcophagus, meaning "flesh eater," is a coffin

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.42. Usually the higher the rank of an Egyptian, the more informal that ...

 

Usually the higher the rank of an Egyptian, the more informal that person was depicted in a portrait

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.43. Which of the following is NOT a motif at knossos

 

Which of the following is NOT a motif at knossos

 
Please choose only one answer: 

bulls

trees

boats

boxers
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4.1.44. Repousse is a metalworking technique of hammering from the back of ...

 

Repousse is a metalworking technique of hammering from the back of the sheet to form the design

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.45. The Minoan civilization was located on the Greek mainland

 

The Minoan civilization was located on the Greek mainland

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.46. A long narrow horizontal strip of Minoan painting that is framed wi...

 

A long narrow horizontal strip of Minoan painting that is framed with a border is a(n)

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Tholos

Register

Frieze

Meander
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4.1.47. The Cycladic civilization was

 

The Cycladic civilization was

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Minoan

Paleolithic

Mainland

Neolithic
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4.1.48. A structure in Mycenae wich predated Greek templed was the megaton

 

A structure in Mycenae wich predated Greek templed was the megaton

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.49. Compared to the Minoan Frescos, the Egyptian show more movement, ge...

 

Compared to the Minoan Frescos, the Egyptian show more movement, gesture, and variance in pose

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.50. The walls of Mycenae were thought to have been crafted by Cyclops b...

 

The walls of Mycenae were thought to have been crafted by Cyclops because of the high round holes in the wall

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.51. The parthenon is located on the acropolis at Mycenae

 

The parthenon is located on the acropolis at Mycenae

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.52. The Cycladic civilization was

 

The Cycladic civilization was

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Neolithic

Neo-Babylonian

Persian

Egyptian
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4.1.53. The term, terracotta, means

 

The term, terracotta, means

 
Please choose only one answer: 

still life

frisco painting

baked earth

palm sized figurines
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4.1.54. The most typical Cycladic sculptures are

 

The most typical Cycladic sculptures are

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Clay

Wood

Granite

Marble
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4.1.55. Acropolis literally means temple

 

Acropolis literally means temple

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.56. Which Greek item was most likely to be made of terra cotta?

 

Which Greek item was most likely to be made of terra cotta?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

portrait busts

temple roofs

vases

columns
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4.1.57. Which was NOT one of the three styles of Greek sculpture

 

Which was NOT one of the three styles of Greek sculpture

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Hellenistic

Orientalizing

Classical

Archaic
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4.1.58. The most famous building in Athens is the

 

The most famous building in Athens is the

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Temple of Athena Nike

Parthenon

Erechtheum

Propylae
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4.1.59. The leading Athenian artist who supervised the sculptural decoratio...

 

The leading Athenian artist who supervised the sculptural decorations of the Parthenon was

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Pericles

Praxiteles

Phidias

Polykleitos
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4.1.60. The leading Athenian artist who supervised the sculptural decoratio...

 

The leading Athenian artist who supervised the sculptural decorations of the parthenon was

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Pericles

Praxiteles

Phidias

Polykleitos
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4.1.61. The people who were the first to regularly sign their artwork were

 

The people who were the first to regularly sign their artwork were

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Babylonians

Minoans

Greeks

Assyrians
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4.1.62. The complicated lost-wax process now used to produce bronzes was us...

 

The complicated lost-wax process now used to produce bronzes was used in a primitive way by the Greeks

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.63. Each Greek city-state required all of its inhabitants to participat...

 

Each Greek city-state required all of its inhabitants to participate in its democratic government

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.64. The Greek ideas about death were very similar to the Egyptians with...

 

The Greek ideas about death were very similar to the Egyptians with elaborate tombs and treasures

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.65. Anthroporphic means that the Greek gods were human in form with hum...

 

Anthroporphic means that the Greek gods were human in form with human personalities and conflicts

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.66. The role of women in ancient Greece was of such freedom and indepen...

 

The role of women in ancient Greece was of such freedom and independence that is is copied by us today

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.67. A painting media made of powder pigments mixed with beeswax is

 

A painting media made of powder pigments mixed with beeswax is

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Tempora

Encaustic

Oil

Fresco
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4.1.68. The Hellenes were made of up two ethnic groups, the Dorians and the...

 

The Hellenes were made of up two ethnic groups, the Dorians and the Minoans

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.69. The golden mean or a ratio similar to an index card was used in the...

 

The golden mean or a ratio similar to an index card was used in the design of the Parthenon

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.70. The Laocoon sculpture is about the priest of Troy and his sons

 

The Laocoon sculpture is about the priest of Troy and his sons

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.71. A f;at vertical element, usually grooved, that projects from and is...

 

A f;at vertical element, usually grooved, that projects from and is engaged to a wall surface is a(n)

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Frieze

Metope

Pilaster

Lintel
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4.1.72. A flat vertical element, usually grooved, that projects from and is...

 

A flat vertical element, usually grooved, that projects from and is engaged to a wall surface is a(n)

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Frieze

Metope

Pilaster

Lintel
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4.1.73. The Etruscans were known for engineering, irrigation, augury, fashi...

 

The Etruscans were known for engineering, irrigation, augury, fashion, jewelry, and dentistry

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.74. What is the purpose of a cinerary urn

 

What is the purpose of a cinerary urn

 
Please choose only one answer: 

to decorate an atrium

to depicts the deeds of a warrior

to hold the ashes of a cremated person

to burn oil as in a lamp
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4.1.75. What is a trimulus

 

What is a trimulus

 
Please choose only one answer: 

a triangular support for a groin vault

a waffle-shaped roof design used in domes

a first seating level in an amphitheater

an Etruscan burial chamber
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4.1.76. What civilization was contemporary with the Etruscan

 

What civilization was contemporary with the Etruscan

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Byzantine

Cycladic

Minoan

Greek
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4.1.77. A common Etruscan item made of bronze and used by women was a mirror

 

A common Etruscan item made of bronze and used by women was a mirror

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.78. Which medium was used in Etruscan tomb paintings

 

Which medium was used in Etruscan tomb paintings

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Tempera

Fresco

Oil

Corbelling
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4.1.79. The Roman arch order as exhibited in the Colosseum was Doric/Tuscan...

 

The Roman arch order as exhibited in the Colosseum was Doric/Tuscan, Ionic, and Corinthian

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.80. A triumphal arch usually had two arched openings

 

A triumphal arch usually had two arched openings

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.81. The designation, "in situ," means the painting/artwork is shows in ...

 

The designation, "in situ," means the painting/artwork is shows in its original location

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.82. The Arch of Titus is important because it contains a relief showing...

 

The Arch of Titus is important because it contains a relief showing prisoners carrying the spoils of the temple of

Jerusalem

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.83. Roman portrait art is so life-like because ether made wax masks fro...

 

Roman portrait art is so life-like because ether made wax masks from the face

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.84. Roman home in the country, used as a retreat, was called a villa

 

Roman home in the country, used as a retreat, was called a villa

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.85. One of the building materials that the Romans used besides marble a...

 

One of the building materials that the Romans used besides marble as facing over concrete was

 
Please choose only one answer: 

travertine

tufu

bronze

alabaster
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4.1.86. Roman portrait art is so life-like because they made wax faces from...

 

Roman portrait art is so life-like because they made wax faces from the face

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.87. Women is Rome enjoyed less personal and economic freedom than those...

 

Women is Rome enjoyed less personal and economic freedom than those of Greece

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.88. The Jewish soldier and historian who witnessed Titus' seizure of Je...

 

The Jewish soldier and historian who witnessed Titus' seizure of Jerusalem was vergil

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.89. In A.D. 330 Constantine moved his capital to

 

In A.D. 330 Constantine moved his capital to

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Cairo

Rome

Byzantium

Athens
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4.1.90. Hagai Sophia in Constantinople was built by whom?

 

Hagai Sophia in Constantinople was built by whom?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Justinian

Otto II

Constantine

Charlemagne
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4.1.91. The name of an early surviving codex is the Vienna Genesis

 

The name of an early surviving codex is the Vienna Genesis

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.92. On shields of his soldiers Constantine placed Chi-Rho, which was

 

On shields of his soldiers Constantine placed Chi-Rho, which was

 
Please choose only one answer: 

his own initials

The first two letters of Christ's name

the motto of the Roman legions

The sign of the cross
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4.1.93. Parchment is a writing surface made from the skin of a sheep or goa...

 

Parchment is a writing surface made from the skin of a sheep or goat while vellum is made from plants

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.94. Which change occurred in converting an early Roman structure into a...

 

Which change occurred in converting an early Roman structure into a church building

 
Please choose only one answer: 

the entrance was changed from the side to the West end

The doors to the front entrance

The main room into an auditorium

They added a steeple
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4.1.95. The Church of San Vitale is located in Rome

 

The Church of San Vitale is located in Rome

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.96. Most of the decorations of Early Christian chrurched were located

 

Most of the decorations of Early Christian chrurched were located

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Outside of the building

Inside the building
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4.1.97. Most of the decorations of Early Christian churches were located

 

Most of the decorations of Early Christian churches were located

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Outside of the building

Inside the building
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4.1.98. The central plan church is more likely to be a round pr polygonal s...

 

The central plan church is more likely to be a round pr polygonal shape

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.99. One of the most famous medieval Hiberno-Saxon illuminated manuscrip...

 

One of the most famous medieval Hiberno-Saxon illuminated manuscripts from the late 8th of early 9th centuries

is called "The Vienna Genesis"

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.100. The time span of the middle ages was after the Byzantine era

 

The time span of the middle ages was after the Byzantine era

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.101. The metalworking technique of soldering tiny walls of gold metal on...

 

The metalworking technique of soldering tiny walls of gold metal on edge in a design and then melting enamel into

the wells that are created is called

 
Please choose only one answer: 

intaglio

cloisonne

repousse

etching
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4.1.102. One of the largest mosques in Islam is called the Alhambra in Grana...

 

One of the largest mosques in Islam is called the Alhambra in Granada, Spain

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.103. Most illuminated manuscripts were made by electricians

 

Most illuminated manuscripts were made by electricians

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.104. A distinctive feature at Cordoba is its

 

A distinctive feature at Cordoba is its

 
Please choose only one answer: 

System of double arches

Large scaling bricks

Gothic style architecture

Romanesque style architecture
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4.1.105. The Carolingian period associated with Charlemagne in the year 800

 

The Carolingian period associated with Charlemagne in the year 800

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.106. What type of supports do mosques in Spain utilize

 

What type of supports do mosques in Spain utilize

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Columns

Wooden beams

Double arches

Horseshoe arch
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4.1.107. The time span of the middle ages was after the Byzantine Era

 

The time span of the middle ages was after the Byzantine Era

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.108. The ceilings of Romanesque churched were

 

The ceilings of Romanesque churched were

 
Please choose only one answer: 

made of wood

domes on pendentives

radiating vaults

barrel vaults
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4.1.109. The prevailing socioeconomic system of the middle ages was feudalism

 

The prevailing socioeconomic system of the middle ages was feudalism

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.110. How are the saved and sinners shown in the Last Judgement

 

How are the saved and sinners shown in the Last Judgement

 
Please choose only one answer: 

saved are higher up in the design; sinners at the bottom

saved are shown in the arms of angels; sinners in the mouth of satan

saved are shown larger in size; sinners are smaller

saved on the right side of Christ; sinners are on the left
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4.1.111. The two most sacred Christian pilgrimage sites were

 

The two most sacred Christian pilgrimage sites were

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Mecca and Madrid

Rome and Jerusalem

Compostela and Cordoba

Jerusalem and Coques
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4.1.112. Under feudalism there was no centralized political order

 

Under feudalism there was no centralized political order

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.113. The Londinium Tapestry is an embroidery 20" high and 230" long whic...

 

The Londinium Tapestry is an embroidery 20" high and 230" long which commemorated the Battle of Hastings

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.114. Sculpture was first added to churches in the tympanum

 

Sculpture was first added to churches in the tympanum

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.115. What was added to medieval churches to display relics

 

What was added to medieval churches to display relics

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Radiating chapels

high arches

pedestals

Raising steps
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4.1.116. The term Romanesque means

 

The term Romanesque means

 
Please choose only one answer: 

it describes the art during a certain time period

the middle ages

a type of statue

Roman-Like
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4.1.117. A large round window of stained glass in a Gothic church was called...

 

A large round window of stained glass in a Gothic church was called a wheel window

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.118. Gothic architecture became progressively taller and thinner; the op...

 

Gothic architecture became progressively taller and thinner; the opposite trend occurred in Gothic sculpture

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.119. The main criteria that would influence one to label a church a "hig...

 

The main criteria that would influence one to label a church a "high gothic" is an increasingly vertical thrust and

procure decoration

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.120. Many churched of the gothic period were dedicated to Mary, our lady

 

Many churched of the gothic period were dedicated to Mary, our lady

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.121. A guild was an association of craftsmen formed for the purpose of p...

 

A guild was an association of craftsmen formed for the purpose of protecting their members and pursuing coming

economic goals

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.122. The medieval trade monasteries were associations formed to help mem...

 

The medieval trade monasteries were associations formed to help members and to set a standard of quality for

their work

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.123. Flying buttresses are

 

Flying buttresses are

 
Please choose only one answer: 

birdlike sculptures

exterior supports

interior supprts

winged supports
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4.1.124. which of the following is least characteristic of gothic

 

which of the following is least characteristic of gothic

 
Please choose only one answer: 

stained glass

flying buttresses

fresco paintings

pointed arches
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4.1.125. Many catholic churched are cathedrals since most gave bishops

 

Many catholic churched are cathedrals since most gave bishops

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.126. Tracery was an iron, grid-like support that was fastened within a s...

 

Tracery was an iron, grid-like support that was fastened within a stone armature

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.127. Renaissance literally means

 

Renaissance literally means

 
Please choose only one answer: 

rebirth

relocation

renovation

relevance
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4.1.128. The book of hours was a prayerbook with devotional passaged to be r...

 

The book of hours was a prayerbook with devotional passaged to be read at certain times a day

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

Falsae
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4.1.129. Which was not considered to be different about 14th century Italy

 

Which was not considered to be different about 14th century Italy

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Nature, including human form, became the idea to be pursued

artists became to study Roman ruins

there was a rise in humanism

There was a new attitude of shinning individual fame
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4.1.130. What is unusual about the February page of the book of hours

 

What is unusual about the February page of the book of hours

 
Please choose only one answer: 

is shows a man feasting

it is the largest page in the book

it is the first snowcap scene in western art

it has a frame made of pure gold

 
 

Author: Caitlyn Gobble

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: What is unusual about the February page of the Caitlyn Gobble Art

Flashcards:
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4.1.131. One need to go to this city to find Lorenzetti's Good and Bad Gover...

 

One need to go to this city to find Lorenzetti's Good and Bad Government frescoes

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Rome

Pisa

Florence

Siena

 
 

Author: Caitlyn Gobble

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: One need to go to this city to find Lorenzetti Caitlyn Gobble Art
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4.1.132. An altarpiece is a devotional image, usually a abel painting in tem...

 

An altarpiece is a devotional image, usually a abel painting in tempera which was originally visible only to the

clergy

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False

 
 

Author: Caitlyn Gobble

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: An altarpiece is a devotional image usually a Caitlyn Gobble Art
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4.1.133. Giotto's patron, Enrico Scrovegni, is seen offering up the arena ch...

 

Giotto's patron, Enrico Scrovegni, is seen offering up the arena chapel to the virgin Mary

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False

 
 

Author: Caitlyn Gobble

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Giotto's patron Enrico Scrovegni is seen offering Caitlyn Art Quest
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4.1.134. An artist was educated in the 13th cent urn in the newly establishe...

 

An artist was educated in the 13th cent urn in the newly established art schools

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False

 
 

Author: Caitlyn Gobble

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: An artist was educated in the 13th cent urn in Caitlyn Gobble Art
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4.1.135. Which artist created one of the most famous book of hours

 

Which artist created one of the most famous book of hours

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Lumbourg

Van Gogh

Versach

Lorenzetti

 
 

Author: Caitlyn Gobble

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Which artist created one of the most famous book Caitlyn Gobble Art
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4.1.136. Mossacio known for his accurate foreshortening in his painting of t...

 

Mossacio known for his accurate foreshortening in his painting of the 'Dead Christ'

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False

 
 

Author: Caitlyn Gobble

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Mossacio known for his accurate foreshortening Caitlyn Gobble Art
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4.1.137. The technique of painting figures in shades of gray to look like ma...

 

The technique of painting figures in shades of gray to look like marble statues is called

 
Please choose only one answer: 

sfumato

grisalle

tenebrism

mezzotint

 
 

Author: Caitlyn Gobble

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: The technique of painting figures in shades of Caitlyn Gobble Art
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4.1.138. Dominicans were more progressive patrons of the arts than the Franc...

 

Dominicans were more progressive patrons of the arts than the Franciscans

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False

 
 

Author: Caitlyn Gobble

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Dominicans were more progressive patrons of the Caitlyn Gobble Art
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4.1.139. In the most enlightened 15th century courts, girls were as well edu...

 

In the most enlightened 15th century courts, girls were as well educated as boys except in the martial arts

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False

 
 

Author: Caitlyn Gobble

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: In the most enlightened 15th century courts Caitlyn Gobble Art Quest
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4.1.140. Greek and Roman influenced cane clearly seen in Alberti's Rucellai ...

 

Greek and Roman influenced cane clearly seen in Alberti's Rucellai Palace

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False

 
 

Author: Caitlyn Gobble

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Greek and Roman influenced cane clearly seen in Caitlyn Gobble Art
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4.1.141. The use of light and dark to model or shade forms through different...

 

The use of light and dark to model or shade forms through different values is called

 
Please choose only one answer: 

value

blending

caneling

chiaroscuro

 
 

Author: Caitlyn Gobble

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: The use of light and dark to model or shade Caitlyn Gobble Art Quest
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4.1.142. The leading sculptor of the second half of the 15th century was

 

The leading sculptor of the second half of the 15th century was

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Mezzotint

Masaccio

Verrocio

Giovanni

 
 

Author: Caitlyn Gobble

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: The leading sculptor of the second half of the Caitlyn Gobble Art
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4.1.143. The blurring of mountains, trees, etc. in the background to give th...

 

The blurring of mountains, trees, etc. in the background to give the impression of great distance of spatial

recession is

 
Please choose only one answer: 

impressionism

arial perspective

abstract

one point perspective

 
 

Author: Caitlyn Gobble

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: The blurring of mountains trees etc. in the Caitlyn Gobble Art Quest
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4.1.144. "David" is a theme of art during the Renaissance since he was a sym...

 

"David" is a theme of art during the Renaissance since he was a symbol of the city of Florence

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False

 
 

Author: Caitlyn Gobble

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: David is a theme of art during the Renaissance Caitlyn Gobble Quest
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4.1.145. Many Renaissance churched were constructed on a circular plan

 

Many Renaissance churched were constructed on a circular plan

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False

 
 

Author: Caitlyn Gobble

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Many Renaissance churched were constructed on Caitlyn Gobble Art
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4.1.146. Leonardo's Last Supper shows how unfamiliar he was with linear pers...

 

Leonardo's Last Supper shows how unfamiliar he was with linear perspective

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False

 
 

Author: Caitlyn Gobble

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Leonardo's Last Supper shows how unfamiliar he Caitlyn Gobble Art
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4.1.147. Which was not true of Pope Julius II

 

Which was not true of Pope Julius II

 
he was buried in a tomb with 40 completed marble sculptures by muchaelangelo

 
 

Author: Caitlyn Gobble

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Which was not true of Pope Julius II Caitlyn Gobble Art Quest
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4.1.148. Which was not true of Pope Julius II

 

Which was not true of Pope Julius II

 
he was buried in a tomb with 40 completed marble sculptures by Michaelangelo
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4.1.149. Which artist is known as the "Madonna Painter"

 

Which artist is known as the "Madonna Painter"

 
Raphael
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4.1.150. The abuse of the sale of indulgences to raise money to build St. Pe...

 

The abuse of the sale of indulgences to raise money to build St. Peter;s basilica contributed to the Protestant

Reformation

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
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4.1.151. Which Venetian painter is known as a superb portraitist and colorist

 

Which Venetian painter is known as a superb portraitist and colorist

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Giorgione

Caravaggio

Titian

El Greco

 
 

Author: Caitlyn Gobble
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Question: Which Venetian painter is known as a superb Caitlyn Gobble Art Quest
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4.1.152. Sfumato is an Italian work for "vanished in smoke" referring to the...

 

Sfumato is an Italian work for "vanished in smoke" referring to the delicate gradations of light in a paining

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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Question: Sfumato is an Italian work for vanished in smoke Caitlyn Gobble Art
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4.1.153. Venice was a port cit and an international center of trade during t...

 

Venice was a port cit and an international center of trade during the Renaissance

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.154. The main subject of mannerism is the human body which is often elon...

 

The main subject of mannerism is the human body which is often elongated and arranges n twisted poses

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False

 
 

Author: Caitlyn Gobble
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Question: The main subject of mannerism is the human body Caitlyn Gobble Art
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4.1.155. Palladio worked mainly in

 

Palladio worked mainly in

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Mantua

Rome

Vincenza

Venice
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Palladio worked mainly in Caitlyn Gobble Art Quest
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4.1.156. Counter-Reformation art was supposed to appeal to reason and emphas...

 

Counter-Reformation art was supposed to appeal to reason and emphasize classical events

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False

 
 

Author: Caitlyn Gobble

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Counter-Reformation art was supposed to appeal Caitlyn Gobble Quest
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4.1.157. Parmingianinio's "Madonna and Child with Angels" illustrated "figur...

 

Parmingianinio's "Madonna and Child with Angels" illustrated "figure serpentinata"

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False

 
 

Author: Caitlyn Gobble

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Parmingianinio's Madonna and Child with Angels Caitlyn Gobble Art
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4.1.158. Name 2 mannerist sculptors

 

Name 2 mannerist sculptors

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Donatello and Verrocchio

Cellini and Giambologna

Alberti and Durer

Houdon and Bernini
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Name 2 mannerist sculptors Caitlyn Gobble Art Quest
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4.1.159. Palladio worked mainly in

 

Palladio worked mainly in

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Rome

Spain

England

Venice
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4.1.160. Palladio was the architect who had a very strong influence on archi...

 

Palladio was the architect who had a very strong influence on architecture in western Europe and the U.S.

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Palladio was the architect who had a very strong Caitlyn Gobble Art
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4.1.161. "Madonna od the Long Neck" illustrated figure serpentinata because ...

 

"Madonna od the Long Neck" illustrated figure serpentinata because Mary has a twisted appearance

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Madonna od the Long Neck illustrated figure Caitlyn Gobble Art Quest
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4.1.162. The imagery of he Isenheim Alterpiece is especially appropriate to ...

 

The imagery of he Isenheim Alterpiece is especially appropriate to its setting; a hospital chapel

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

Falsae
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: The imagery of he Isenheim Alterpiece is especially Caitlyn Art Quest
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4.1.163. Durer was clearly influenced by Leonardo da Vinci

 

Durer was clearly influenced by Leonardo da Vinci

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False

 
 

Author: Caitlyn Gobble

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Durer was clearly influenced by Leonardo da Caitlyn Gobble Art Quest
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4.1.164. Brueghel is the artist known for painting peasants, proverbs, and l...

 

Brueghel is the artist known for painting peasants, proverbs, and landscaped

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False

 
 

Author: Caitlyn Gobble

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Brueghel is the artist known for painting peasants Caitlyn Art Quest
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4.1.165. Most of Bosch's artworks are in the Ufizzi, the National Art Museum...

 

Most of Bosch's artworks are in the Ufizzi, the National Art Museum ion Florence

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
Question: Most of Bosch's artworks are in the Ufizzi the Caitlyn Gobble Art
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4.1.166. Landscapes, per se, developed earlier in Italy than in the North

 

Landscapes, per se, developed earlier in Italy than in the North

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False

 
 

Author: Caitlyn Gobble

Check the answer of this question online at QuizOver.com:
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4.1.167. The Isenhein Altarpiece depicts physical suffering on the exterior ...

 

The Isenhein Altarpiece depicts physical suffering on the exterior and greater optimism on the interior

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.168. Which German artist's work portrays the court of Henry the 8th

 

Which German artist's work portrays the court of Henry the 8th

 
Holbein
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4.1.169. Who was the most important Netherlandish artist at the beginning of...

 

Who was the most important Netherlandish artist at the beginning of the 6th century

 
Bosch
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4.1.170. Durer's illustrations of the Apocalypse are based on

 

Durer's illustrations of the Apocalypse are based on

 
Revelation
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4.1.171. Which ruler made Versailles a showplace of the world?

 

Which ruler made Versailles a showplace of the world?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Louis XIV

Duc du Berry

Charels I

Napoleon
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4.1.172. The 95' baldachin in St. Peter's basilica was created by which artist

 

The 95' baldachin in St. Peter's basilica was created by which artist

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Giamologna

Campidoglio

Verrochio

Bernini
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4.1.173. Tenebrism refers to the muted and subtle gradations of light used b...

 

Tenebrism refers to the muted and subtle gradations of light used by Rubems

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.174. A canopy of the high altar, such as that at St. Peter's basilica, i...

 

A canopy of the high altar, such as that at St. Peter's basilica, is called

 
Please choose only one answer: 

magnificat

pieta

cathedra petri

baldachino
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4.1.175. Which is least true of vermeer

 

Which is least true of vermeer

 
Please choose only one answer: 

many of his works are genre

very few painting by him are known

he made several large landscapes

his work has been forged
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4.1.176. Vermeer's "view of Delft" is typical of his work, on of his many la...

 

Vermeer's "view of Delft" is typical of his work, on of his many large landscape paintings

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.177. The most famous and largest room in Versailles is the bedroom of Lo...

 

The most famous and largest room in Versailles is the bedroom of Louis XIV

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.178. In the Baroque style, circles were much preferred to the irregular ...

 

In the Baroque style, circles were much preferred to the irregular oval shape

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.179. In the Baroque style, circles were much preferred to the irregular ...

 

In the Baroque style, circles were much preferred to the irregular oval shape

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.180. The development of painting in the North differed from Italy in tha...

 

The development of painting in the North differed from Italy in that there were few ecclesiastical patrons

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.181. Who designed many of the fountains in Rome

 

Who designed many of the fountains in Rome

 
Bernini
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4.1.182. Chardin is associated with doing Rococo paintings of the aristocrac...

 

Chardin is associated with doing Rococo paintings of the aristocracy in France

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.183. Who was not an important Rococo artist

 

Who was not an important Rococo artist

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Fragonrad

Vigee-Lebrun

Hals

Watteau
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4.1.184. Archaeology and the evacuations at Pompeii influenced interior desi...

 

Archaeology and the evacuations at Pompeii influenced interior design and architecture in England in the Adam

style

 
Please choose only one answer: 

True

False
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4.1.185. In "Marriage a la Mode" Hogarth satirized French marriage customs

 

In "Marriage a la Mode" Hogarth satirized French marriage customs
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False
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4.1.186. Who was a leading American painter during the colonial period that ...

 

Who was a leading American painter during the colonial period that did a portrait of paul revere
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4.1.187. Gainsborough links his figures to nature

 

Gainsborough links his figures to nature
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4.1.188. Impasto is a thin, glazing technique made famous by Vermeer

 

Impasto is a thin, glazing technique made famous by Vermeer
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4.1.189. The "arc de triomphe" was designed for napoleon to project the imag...

 

The "arc de triomphe" was designed for napoleon to project the image of france as a successor to imperial rome
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4.1.190. The main portraitist of marie antionette was

 

The main portraitist of marie antionette was
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4.1.191. an adamique is a turkish harem girl or slave

 

an adamique is a turkish harem girl or slave
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4.1.192. houden is the french sculptor who completed a portrait of Jefferson

 

houden is the french sculptor who completed a portrait of Jefferson
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